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Balloon Arch Decoration for Birthday 

Are you attracted to this popular balloon arch 

ornament? This balloon arch decoration for 

birthday is the main production product of Chinese 

balloon factory at present. Qianjia brand has 

sufficient stock for balloon arch decoration, which 

can meet the order quantity of balloon arch you 

said. Our balloon factory's requirement for latex 

balloon arch garland set is cheap and high quality 

balloon arch. 

 

 

Product Description 

Balloon Arch Decoration for Birthday factory production in China's balloon arch for birthday 

has been in balloon decoration industry in a leading position, selling balloons arch decorated 

suit more than $5 million a year, including by white matte balloon, golden metallic balloons, 

light pink matte balloon, combination of pop the balloon arch for birthday, exports reached $2 

million. 

  

The design language of this balloon arch for birthday is "yearning and warmth". Warm pink 

balloon and white balloon with infinite possibilities can create a very warm family atmosphere 

for your birthday party.There are many balloon arch for birthday customers who order goods in 

our balloon factory. In the US market, the annual sales volume of The Borun balloon factory 

exceeds 2 million DOLLARS. One customer repeatedly orders more than 200,000 dollars, 

which is a balloon factory with very good feedback from customers in the US market 

  

We can provide you with any custom balloon arch for birthday, we have professional balloon 

production equipment, can mass production of latex balloon, when you wholesale balloon arch, 

professional balloon business team and you negotiate.We are not only business partners, we 

are also good friends in the balloon Arch Garland kit industry.Contact us via email or Whats 

App to get more deals. If you order Balloon Arch, you'll know it's a high quality and cheap 

balloon Arch set. 

 

http://ranrunballoon.waimaoyun.com.cn/balloon-arch-decoration-for-birthday.html

